The Monarch Mark 1 - A
The Hand Control recommended most often by rehabilitation driving specialists

Features:







Large comfortable hand grip
Operating handle is adjustable for each drivers optimal comfort
Adjustable mounting assembly to provide maximum leg room and proper
alignment
Adjustable brake attachment rod to match each application
Universal accelerator attachment to provide proper accelerator leverage
Easily reinstalled to a new or different vehicle

The Monarch Mk 1A is the right choice in mechanical hand controls. It is a smooth
operator, offering the most popular and most recommended method of operation.
This smooth operating control allows for miles and miles of relaxing trouble free
driving.
The brake is applied by pushing the operating handle directly towards the brake pedal.
The accelerator is activated by moving the operating handle toward the driver's seat,
at a right angle to the brake movement. These movements are the least fatiguing. The
brake and accelerator can be used separately or simultaneously.
Installation of the Monarch Mk 1A Hand Control requires a minimum amount of
modification to the vehicle. This Hand Control can be used for either right or left hand
operation.
30 Day Return Guarantee
The Monarch Hand Control may be returned within 30 days from date of purchase by
the customer for a full refund of the purchase price, except for any item considered
custom or special. This refund includes the price of individual item(s) only and is not
applicable to service charges for installation, damage or modification of the vehicle or
any freight charges.

5 year warranty
The Monarch Hand Control is guaranteed to be free of defective parts or components
for five years from the date of purchase to the original owner, and for the original
vehicle for which the equipment was purchased
The Left Foot Accelerator Pedal

The Left Foot Accelerator Pedal with quick release base.
This product is available for drivers with impaired right foot strength and control. It
can be installed quickly in your car.
The feature here is that it can be detached from its mounting plate with the press of a
button for other drivers.
5 year warranty and 30 day money back guarantee applies as above for this product.

